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Review & update: Expandable technologies gain traction through accumulated experience

By Carl F Stockmeyer, Brent Emerson and Sean Yakeley, Baker Hughes Incorporated

AS EXPANDABLE technology matures, it has become a larger part of the wellbore construction toolbox. Operators no longer see expandables as problem-solving contingency tools, in part because of service companies’ aggressive development. Baker Oil Tools, for example, has accumulated considerable experience in the application of expandable techniques across liner packer systems, multilateral systems, sand screens, bridge plugs, and more.

As the company’s experience accumulated, it led to the deployment, in early 2002, of the first one-trip expandable completion system, which included an expandable hanger, expandable solid pipe, expandable screens, and expandable zonal isolation devices.

In 2008, the company introduced the first close-tolerance expandable centralizer and the TORXS expandable liner hanger. The expandable liner hanger system is the only expandable liner hanger that allows the slips or anchoring mechanism to expand and set first. The running tool is then released, the liner cemented in place and the running tool re-engaged to expand the seal.

At the same time, the company was also developing and applying two other technologies – reactive element open-hole packers and monobore liner extension systems (Figure 1) – that integrated well with expandable applications. Reactive element expandable open-hole packers react with wellbore fluids to swell and seal and are used on both expandable solid tubulars and expandable sand screen systems. Monobore technology makes possible the elimination of one or more casing strings.

**MONOBORE EXPANDABLE LINER EXTENSIONS**

Monobore technology provides the option of beginning well construction with one smaller casing size and conserving or increasing hole size in the reservoir. This is an important advantage that can drive down costs significantly, especially in high-cost drilling operations.

The technology provides alternatives to sidetracking or reducing hole size for a wide range of situations. Simply installing a recess shoe with conventional casing provides an option for cost-effective remediation. Typical applications include failed leak-off or formation integrity tests; isolating open-hole trouble zones such as reactive shales, subsalt rubble zones, depleted zones and low fracture gradient transitions without reducing casing size and subsequent drilled hole size (Figure 2).

The company’s monobore liner extension system has numerous operational advantages. A casing shoe with a recessed ID and location profile enables the liner to be anchored on the bottom of the parent casing, then expanded into the shoe with no ID size restriction below the parent casing. Either of two recess shoe OD sizes can be employed depending on whether the expandable liner is cemented. Zonal isolations and annular isolation at shoe of the expanded liner...
can be achieved with open-hole packers. If cementing is preferred to open-hole packers for annular isolation, cementing is performed post-expansion, with no special cementing retardants required. Other features of the system include:

- An expandable liner hanger/packer that is set into the recess shoe on the 9 5/8-in. or 9 7/8-in. and ties the 8-in. expandable liner below to the parent casing string with no ID size restriction in the casing above.

- A top-down hydraulic expansion system that prevents losing the hole, expanded tubular sections, or running tools should a major restriction in the open hole (e.g., collapsed formation or system pressure integrity) occur, that could cause expansion cones to become blocked and irretrievable downhole.

- A retrievable guide shoe that guides the expandable liner into the open hole. Only one trip is required to set the hanger, expand the pipe and retrieve the guide shoe.

**CENTRALIZER**

The Close Tolerance Expandable Centralizer (CTEC) was jointly developed by Antelope Oil Tool and Baker Oil Tools for proper centralization of expandable tubulars. Flush-mounted on the expandable tubular, this centralizer has zero running and zero starting force. For example, the CTEC can drift at 8.50 in. through existing 9 5/8-in. casing on an 8.0-in. OD tubular. Once activated by expansion of the tubular, the CTEC provides for centralization in open-hole sizes up to 11.375 in. to assure proper cementation (Figure 3).

The initial placement of the CTEC centralizer on expandable casing in the pre-collapsed mode is much the same as any slip-on centralizer. The centralizers are slid onto the casing and placed in the desired locations to begin the collapsing process. The bows of each centralizer are collapsed with a pneumatic collapsing tool, then secured with a clamp to ensure the maximum collapse of the centralizer. The centralizer is then held...
in the collapsed mode by spot welding the retaining plates between each bow spring. The collapsing clamp is removed, and a drift ring is run over the centralizer to ensure proper outside diameter.

The friction produced by this process secures the centralizer in place for pipe running without the need for a stop collar, which precludes scoring or marking of the pipe.

The CTEC can be installed anywhere on the pipe, with several units per joint possible. Optimum restoring force is provided in the underreamed hole, and the CTEC remains tightly secured to the pipe after expansion. The pipe is run normally; no downtime is required because the centralizers are installed on the tubulars prior to rig mobilization (Chart 1).

**REACTIVE ELEMENT**

The monobore liner extension system was a big step toward the goal of eliminating cement completely from the drilled hole section where the monobore liner extension would be deployed. For a monobore expandable liner extension system, reactive element compounds would be the perfect solution for open-hole packers.

In 2005, reactive element packers for open hole, which swell and seal when exposed to wellbore fluids, saw their first use. Previously, these packers were always used in open-hole production applications and not in drilling applications. In order to integrate the reactive element compound technology with drilling technology – and then with a monobore liner extension system – casing and hole size, differential pressure testing, and other factors had to be considered (Figure 2).

Using this technology, a minimal wrap of element could be applied to the expandable tubular to enable drifting through the host casing, and with the underreamed open hole sized correctly, the expansion of the tubulars combined with the swelling of the element would provide the necessary annular isolation barrier. Additional factors included the underreamed hole size where the monobore liner would be deployed and also potential washout factors.

The reactive element technology since early deployment has advanced sufficiently to make it a viable solution for eliminating cement in this application. The REPacker technology and Monobore Expandable Liner Extension system technology truly converge for tremendous savings in OPEX when both NPT for drilling hazards and cementing time are considered.

**Figure 3:** Once activated by expansion of the tubular, the CTEC provides for centralization in open-hole sizes up to 11.375 in. to assure proper cementation. Pre-expansion: 8-in. OD pipe x 8.50-in. restriction x 10.25 open hole. Post expansion: 9.287-in. OD pipe x 10.25-in. open hole.